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Abstract

Workspace is an important function for human factors analysis and is widely applied in product design, manufacturing,
and ergonomics evaluations. This paper presents a general analytic method to determine the upper extremity workspace
for any percentile SantosTM, a new virtual human developed at the University of Iowa with over 100 degrees of freedom
(DOFs) that is highly realistic in terms of appearance, behavior, and movement. The joint limits are considered in this for-
mulation; three types of singularities are analyzed. A real-time scheme is used to build the workspace library for SantosTM

that will study the boundary surfaces offline and apply them to SantosTM in the virtual environment (Virtools�). To visu-
alize the workspace, we develop a user interface to generate the cross-section of the reach envelope with a plane. This is the
first step in investigating the zone differentiation that divides zones based on different human performance measures, and
will be helpful in layout design and other human factors analysis.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The study of human workspace has become an important aspect in a variety of applications. It is essential
in the interior design of vehicles where the operator reachability, and space optimization are concerns. In addi-
tion, it gives better understanding of human joints motion properties, and functionality. It is also helpful in the
rehabilitation process where the healing progress of the patient can be monitored by comparing his current
workspace with the one of pre-injury. However, the fact that humans are different in their body properties
from one person to another adds another difficult factor in studying the workspace of humans. The work-
spaces of different percentile people are different. Therefore, a general approach to the workspace determina-
tion for any percentile is necessary. Furthermore, visualizing the workspace in real-time is important in
practical applications.
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The workspace problem has been widely investigated (Bullock, 1974; Kee & Kim, 1997; Kennedy, 1964). In
general, there are mainly two approaches: experiment-based and non-experimental methods. Lenarcic and
Umek (1994) studied the workspace of a six degree of freedom human arm using an experimental estimation.
Badler (1997) used experimental data to visualize the workspace of virtual humans, JACK�. The method used
by Badler appears to be deficient in its ability to cover all the possibilities, due to its relying on an incomplete
numerical simulation. Reed, Parkinson, and Chaffin (2003) studied the reach comfort ability of drivers inside
certain vehicles using results obtained from certain tests done for different drivers. Other major related studies
done using experimental methods are by Parkinson, Reed, and Klinkenberger (2003) and Kuo et al. (2004).
Among many potential non-experimental methods developed attempting to solve the workspace problem
are mainly the envelope theory (Wang & Wang, 1986; Weld & Leu, 1990), Jacobian rank deficiency method
(Abdel-Malek, Yang, Brand, & Tanbour, 2001) and voxel-based method (Troy & Guerin, 2004). In the first
method the swept volume of a compact n-manifold in Rn is equal to the union of the swept volume of its
boundary with one location of the compact n-manifold in the sweep. Then this group developed the sweep
differential equation (SDE) method (Blackmore & Leu, 1990), and extended the SDE method to sweep enve-
lope differential equation (SEDE) (Blackmore, Leu, & Wang, 1997; Blackmore, Samulyak, & Leu, 2000). The
Jacobian rank deficiency method was developed by Abdel-Malek and Yeh (1997) and Abdel-Malek et al.
(2001) where a Jacobian row rank deficiency condition was implemented to determine all entities that appear
internal or external to the swept volume. Entities that are on the boundary of the swept volume are then iden-
tified by the means of a perturbation method.

The singularity theory solves the general case of geometric entities with multiple parameters. In addition the
formulation takes into consideration parametric limits of then surfaces imposed in terms of inequality con-
straints. Singularity theory has proved capable of handling self-intersections, multiple parameter sweeping,
and solid property computations. Yang, Abdel-Malek, and Nebel (2004) extended this method to driver’s
workspace and barrier analysis. The voxel-based method has been produced in the form of commercial soft-
ware that is available from The Boeing Company. The software is used to solve problems in collision detec-
tion, swept volume generation, and force modeling. The voxel-based approach relies on the idea of dividing
the inhabited volume of the sweeping object into a set of voxels. A tessellated object is generated after a vox-
elization and a tessellation processes. One of the most remarkable features of this software is its computational
speed, and its efficient memory usage, which was enhanced by the usage of the octree method. Troy and Guer-
in (2004) developed the human swept volume (HSV) software using the Voxel PointShell (VPS) method. The
software is mainly used by the Boeing Company in seating designs for different classes where the space occu-
pancy of the passenger is of great importance. However, since the algorithm generates the swept volume from
voxels, one of the limitations is the requirement of high system storage. In addition, holes and some topolog-
ical anomalies can appear in some applications where the voxel cushion size is small.

Other methods include an isosurface based method for visualizing the swept volume for trivariate solids
was developed by Conkey and Joy (2000). A numerical algorithm using implicit modeling techniques was
reported by Shroeder and Lorensen (1994). An analytical method for reach volumes of upper and lower body
was investigated by Kee and Karwowski (2002). Shapiro (1997) developed a space decomposition approach
for boundary identification.

This paper extends the Jacobian rank deficiency method (Abdel-Malek et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2004) to
determine the upper extremity workspace of a virtual human by different joint limits and limb lengths. In addi-
tion, a real-time scheme is used to build a workspace library for SantosTM.

The outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the closed form mathematical formulation for the
general virtual human. Section 3 presents some specific applications with different percentiles and implemen-
tation in the virtual environment. Finally, a conclusion is presented.
2. Formulation

In this section, we give a brief outline of the mathematical foundation for the human skeletal model used to
control the motion of SantosTM. Essentially, this model relates a set of joint angles to the Cartesian coordinates
of point on the avatar. A human skeleton can be modeled as a kinematic system; a series of links with each



Fig. 1. Definition of a kinematic pair (e.g., a revolute joint).
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pair of links connected by single degree of freedom (DOF) joints as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, a complete
human body can be modeled as several open-loop chains, one of which is shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, qi is a generalized coordinate and represents the rotation of a single basic revolute joint.
Each joint in the skeletal model is represented by one, two, or three revolute joints. Then

q ¼ ½ q1 . . . qn �
T 2 Rn is an n-dimensional vector of generalized coordinates, where n is the number of

DOFs. The end-effector is a point on the virtual human, typically the tip of the index finger, and x(q) repre-
sents the position of the end-effector (point of interest) in Cartesian space and is a function of the joint angles.
Using the Denavit–Hartenberg (DH) method (Denavit & Hartenberg, 1955), it is determined using a series of
transformation matrices as follows:
xðqÞ ¼
xðqÞ
yðqÞ
zðqÞ

2
64

3
75 ¼Xi¼n

i¼1

Yj¼i�1

j¼1

j�1Rj

" #i�1

pi; ð1Þ
where both ipj and iRj are defined using the D–H method such that
i�1Ri ¼
cos hi � cos ai sin hi sin ai sin hi

sin hi cos ai cos hi � sin ai cos hi

0 sin ai cos ai

2
64

3
75 ð2Þ

and ði�1Þpi ¼ ai cos hi ai sin hi di½ �T; ð3Þ
where hi, di, ai, and ai are the DH parameters for joint i.
For a specific position (xp,yp,zp) a constraint function is generated by rewriting Eq. (1) as:
xðqÞ � xp

yðqÞ � yp

zðqÞ � zp

2
64

3
75 ¼ 0: ð4Þ
The joint limits (ranges of motion) are imposed in terms of the following inequality constraints:
qL
i 6 qi 6 qU

i ; ð5Þ

where qL

i and qU
i are the lower and upper limits, respectively, and where i = 1, . . . ,n, where n is the number of

DOFs. Note that one musculoskeletal joint could have more than one degree of freedom (e.g., shoulder joint is
modeled as three DOF).

In view of the fact that the joint limits described above are in the form of inequality constraints, a trans-
formation is needed to convert the inequalities into equalities such that it can be included in the constraint
function. We transform the inequality constraints by the following formula:
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qi ¼ ððqL
i þ qU

i Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
i � qL

i Þ=2Þ sin ki; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; ð6Þ

where k ¼ ½ k1 . . . kn�T is a new set of generalized coordinates. Note that if sinki = 1, then qi ¼ qU

i and if
sinki = �1, then qi ¼ qL

i .
The equality constraints of Eq. (6) can now be added to the constraint function. This results in the follow-

ing augmented constraint function:
Gðq�Þ ¼

xðqÞ � xp

yðqÞ � yp

zðqÞ � zp

qi � ðqU
i þ qL

i Þ=2� ðqU
i � qL

i Þ=2 sin ki

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; . . . n; ð7Þ
where q� ¼ qT kT
� �T

is the vector of all generalized coordinates. Note that the addition of the generalized
coordinates (ki) has added n equations with n unknowns to the constraint vector function without changing
the dimension of the problem.

The Jacobian of the constraint function G(q*) at a specific point q0 can be defined as the (3 + n) · 2n matrix
Gq� ¼ oG=oq�; ð8Þ
where the subscript denotes a derivative. Note that the Jacobian is defined in mathematical terms as the deriv-
ative of the transformation (Taylor & Mann, 1972) between x and q. With the modified formulation including
joint limits, the Jacobian is expanded as
xq 0

I q
λ

G 
q*  = ; ð9Þ
where qk = oq/ok, xq = ox/oq, 0 is a (3 · n) zero matrix, I is the identity matrix, and
xq ¼
xq1

xq2
. . . xqn

yq1
yq2

. . . yqn

zq1
zq2

. . . zqn

2
64

3
75; ð10Þ

qk ¼

�ððqU
1 � qL

1 Þ=2Þ cos k1 0 . . . 0

0 �ððqU
2 � qL

2 Þ=2Þ cos k2 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . �ððqU
n � qL

n Þ=2Þ cos kn

2
6664

3
7775: ð11Þ
Our aim is to find the singularities of Jacobian matrix in Eq. (9). However, since the Jacobian is not square
(more than three DOFs), the rank deficiency criteria need to be used. The resultant surfaces from the rank
deficiency method provide significant insight towards better understanding reach and comfort within the
workspace. A singularity (in the pure mathematical sense) occurs when the Jacobian has than maximal rank,
i.e., if the Jacobian is square it has no inverse at a singularity. To further explain, consider the differentiation
of Eq. (1) with respect to time as
_x ¼ xq _q; ð12Þ

where _q is the vector of joint velocities. Given the hand velocity (i.e., given _xÞ, the calculation of _q requires that
the rank of the Jacobian xq be equal to the dimension of _x. For a singular Jacobian, it is not possible to com-
pute the required velocities for such a path.

Because the Jacobian is non-square, we define the output as a subset of the workspace at which the Jaco-
bian of the constraint function of Eq. (8) is row rank deficient; i.e.,
oW � fRankGq� ðq�Þ < ðn� 2Þ; for some q� with Gðq�Þ ¼ 0g; ð13Þ

where k is at least (3 + n). Three distinct conditions arise:
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(1) The type I singularity sets: When no joints have reached their limits the diagonal sub-matrix qk being
full row rank. Mathematically this means that the only possibility for Gq� to be row rank deficient is when the
block matrix xq is row rank deficient. As a result, type I singularity set can be defined as
Sð1Þ � fp 2 q : Rank½xq� < 3; for some constant subset of qg; ð14Þ
where p is within the specified joint limit constraints and may contain joints that are functions of others or
constant values.

(2) Type II singularity sets: When certain joints reach their limits, e.g., oqlim ¼ ½qlimit
i ; q limit

j ; qlimit
k �T then corre-

sponding diagonal elements in the matrix qk will be equal to zero. Therefore, type II singular sets are formulated:
Sð2Þ � fp ¼ ½p̂ [ oqlimit� : Rank½xqðw; oqlimitÞ� < 3; for some p̂ 2 q; dimðoqlimitÞ 6 ðn� 3Þg: ð15Þ
(3) Type III singularity sets: Are all sets that are composed of the combination of joints at their limits and are
defined by:
Sð3Þ � fp 2 Rðn�2Þ : p � oqlimit ¼ ½qlimit
i ; qlimit

j ; . . .�g; where i 6¼ j: ð16Þ
3. Implementation

The kinematic model of SantosTM upper extremity is used in this study. Fig. 2 is the four DOF arm model
where a is the distance between the shoulder joint and the elbow joint, and b is the distance from the elbow
joint to the tracking point. The joints are subject to the following constraints: qL

1 6 q1 6 qU
1 , qL

2 6 q2 6 qU
2 ,

qL
3 6 q3 6 qU

3 , qL
4 6 q4 6 qU

4 .
To define the position vector of the point of interest the Denavit–Hartenberg method is used to calculate

the transformation matrix. Table 1 shows the corresponding DH-Table for the four DOF upper extremity.
The position vector x(q) can be obtained as
xðqÞ ¼
aC3S1S2 þ aC1S3 þ bC4ðC3S1S2 þ C1S3Þ � bC2S1S4

aC1C3S2 � aS1S3 þ bC4ðC1C3S2 � S1S3Þ � bC1C2S4

aC2C3 þ bC2C3C4 þ bS2S4

2
64

3
75; ð17Þ
where, Ci = cos (qi), Si = sin (qi). Before computing the Jacobian we need to transform the inequality con-
straints (joint limits) into equality constraints as follows
q1 ¼ ððqL
1 þ qU

1 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
1 � qL

1 Þ=2Þ sin k1;

q2 ¼ ððqL
2 þ qU

2 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
2 � qL

2 Þ=2Þ sin k2;

q3 ¼ ððqL
3 þ qU

3 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
3 � qL

3 Þ=2Þ sin k3;

q4 ¼ ððqL
4 þ qU

4 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
4 � qL

4 Þ=2Þ sin k4:
Now we can construct the constraint function
Fig. 2. Arm kinematic model.



Table 1
DH-Table

i hi di ai ai

1 p/2 + q1 0 0 p/2
2 p/2 + q2 0 0 p/2
3 q3 0 a �p/2
4 q4 0 b 0
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aC3S1S2 þ aC1S3 þ bC4ðC3S1S2 þ C1S3Þ � bC2S1S4 � xp

aC1C3S2 � aS1S3 þ bC4ðC1C3S2 � S1S3Þ � bC1C2S4 � yp

aC2C3 þ bC2C3C4 þ bS2S4 � zp

q1 � ððqL
1 þ qU

1 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
1 � qL

1 Þ=2Þ sin k1

q2 � ððqL
2 þ qU

2 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
2 � qL

2 Þ=2Þ sin k2

q3 � ððqL
3 þ qU

3 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
3 � qL

3 Þ=2Þ sin k3

q4 � ððqL
4 þ qU

4 Þ=2Þ þ ððqU
4 � qL

4 Þ=2Þ sin k4

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
¼ 0: ð18Þ
The Jacobian matrix is defined by
J ¼

J 11 J 12 J 13 J 14 0 0 0 0

J 21 J 22 J 23 J 24 0 0 0 0

J 31 J 32 J 33 J 34 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 J 45 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 J 56 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 J 67 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 J 78

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
; ð19Þ
where
J 11 ¼ aC1C3S2 � aS1S3 þ bC4ðC1C3S2 � S1S3Þ þ bC1C2S4;

J 12 ¼ aC2C3S1 þ bC2C3C4S1 � bS1S2S4;

J 13 ¼ aC1C3 � aS1S2S3 þ bC4ðC1C3 � S1S2S3Þ;
J 14 ¼ bC2C4S1 � bðC3S1S2 þ C1S3ÞS4;

J 21 ¼ aS1S2C3 þ aC1S3 þ bC4ðC3S1S2 þ C1S3Þ þ bC2S1S4;

J 22 ¼ �aC1C2C3 � bC1C2C3C4 þ bC1S2S4;

J 23 ¼ aC3S1 þ aC1S2S3 þ bC4ðC3S1 þ C1S2S3Þ;
J 24 ¼ �bC1C2C4 � bð�C1C3S2 þ S1S3ÞS4;

J 31 ¼ 0;

J 32 ¼ �aC3S2 � bC3C4S2 � bC2S4;

J 33 ¼ �aC2S3 � bC2C4S3;

J 34 ¼ �bC4S2 � bC2C3S4;

J 45 ¼ �
1

2
qU

1 � qL
1

� �
cosðk1Þ;

J 56 ¼ �
1

2
qU

2 � qL
2

� �
cosðk2Þ;

J 67 ¼ �
1

2
qU

3 � qL
3

� �
cosðk3Þ;

J 78 ¼ �
1

2
qU

4 � qL
4

� �
cosðk4Þ:
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(1) Type I singularity sets: Since the matrix xq is a 3 · 4 matrix we need to calculate the determinants of all
possible 3 · 3 sub-matrices:
Det½JJ 1� ¼ 0;

Det½JJ2� ¼ abS4ðC3ðaþ bC4ÞS2 þ bC2S4Þ;
Det½JJ3� ¼ abC2ðaþ bC4ÞS3S4;

Det½JJ4� ¼ �abC3ðaþ bC4ÞS4:
Equating the four equations to zero and solving that simultaneously yields:
s1 ¼ fq1 ¼ 0; q4 ¼ 0g; s2 ¼ fq2 ¼ 0; q4 ¼ 0g; s3 ¼ fq3 ¼ 0; q4 ¼ 0g:

(2) Type II singularity sets: Substituting the first joint limit (qU

1 or qL
1 Þ in x(q) and calculating the Jacobian

again will result in a (3 · 3) square matrix, since x(q) will loose one degree of freedom. Calculating the deter-
minant of the resulting matrix and equating that to zero will result in the following set of singularities:
s4 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q3 ¼ �p=2g; s5 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL

1 ; q3 ¼ �p=2g; s6 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q3 ¼ p=2g;

s7 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q3 ¼ p=2g; s8 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU

1 ; q4 ¼ 0g; s9 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q4 ¼ 0g;

s10 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q4 ¼ � arccosð�a=bÞg; s11 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL

1 ; q4 ¼ � arccosð�a=bÞg;
s12 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU

1 ; q4 ¼ arccosð�a=bÞg; s13 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q4 ¼ arccosð�a=bÞg:
Applying the same procedure by substituting the joint limits of (q2) in x(q) will result in the following set of
singularities:
s14 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU
2 ; q3 ¼ 0g; s15 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL

2 ; q3 ¼ 0g; s16 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU
2 ; q4 ¼ 0g; s17 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL

2 ; q4 ¼ 0g;
s18 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU

2 ; q4 ¼ � arccosð�a=bÞg; s19 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL
2 ; q4 ¼ � arccosð�a=bÞg;

s20 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU
2 ; q4 ¼ arccosð�a=bÞg; s21 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL

2 ; q4 ¼ arccosð�a=bÞg:
Applying the same for (q3) yields:
s22 ¼ fq3 ¼ qU
3 ; q4 ¼ 0g; s23 ¼ fq3 ¼ qL

3 ; q4 ¼ 0g:
Applying the same procedure for (q4) will not yield any singularities. So the singularities of the second type are
{s4 . . . s23}.

(3) Type III singularity sets: The last singularity set is the singularities of the qk matrix, which is nothing
more than all the possible combinations of the joints limits taken two at a time. The resulting singularities are:
s24 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q2 ¼ qU

2 g; s25 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q2 ¼ qL

2 g; s26 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q2 ¼ qU

2 g; s27 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q2 ¼ qL

2 g;
s28 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU

1 ; q3 ¼ qU
3 g; s29 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU

1 ; q3 ¼ qL
3 g; s30 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL

1 ; q3 ¼ qU
3 g; s31 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL

1 ; q3 ¼ qL
3 g;

s32 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q4 ¼ qU

4 g; s33 ¼ fq1 ¼ qU
1 ; q4 ¼ qL

4 g; s34 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q4 ¼ qU

4 g; s35 ¼ fq1 ¼ qL
1 ; q4 ¼ qL

4 g;
s36 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU

2 ; q3 ¼ qU
3 g; s37 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU

2 ; q3 ¼ qL
3 g; s38 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL

2 ; q3 ¼ qU
3 g; s39 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL

2 ; q3 ¼ qL
3 g;

s40 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU
2 ; q4 ¼ qU

4 g; s41 ¼ fq2 ¼ qU
2 ; q4 ¼ qL

4 g; s42 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL
2 ; q4 ¼ qU

4 g; s43 ¼ fq2 ¼ qL
2 ; q4 ¼ qL

4 g;
s44 ¼ fq3 ¼ qU

3 ; q4 ¼ qU
4 g; s45 ¼ fq3 ¼ qU

3 ; q4 ¼ qL
4 g; s46 ¼ fq3 ¼ qL

3 ; q4 ¼ qU
4 g; s47 ¼ fq3 ¼ qL

3 ; q4 ¼ qL
4 g:
These singularities {s1 . . . s47} form 46 surfaces that form workspace of the four DOF arm model. However, for
a specific percentile SantosTM one should check all the singularities as to whether they satisfy the joint
constraints.

Table 2 below shows the joint limits (in radians) and the link lengths (in cm) used for computing the work-
space for the specified percentiles (Chaffin & Andersson, 1984).

The singular surfaces obtained are for the general case and work for any range of motion. However, the
surfaces may not always appear in the workspace. That is due to the fact that some surfaces may drop out
if they do not satisfy the joints limits. Thus, the existence of the singular surfaces depends on the range of
motion of the joints. The following examples illustrate this:



Table 2
Ranges of motions (ROM) for different percentiles

Percentile q1 q2 q3 q4 a b

95 [�2.32,0.96] [�2.06,3.04] [�1.256,2.67] [�2.77,0] 34.78 47.50
90 [�2.25,0.92] [�2.02,2.99] [�1.20,2.66] [�2.73,0] 34.54 47.17
80 [�2.11,0.84] [�1.94,2.90] [�1.09,2.58] [�2.67,0] 34.06 46.51
70 [�1.97,0.76] [�1.86,2.81] [�0.98,2.52] [�2.61,0] 33.57 45.85
60 [�1.83,0.67] [�1.78,2.72] [�0.87,2.46] [�2.54,0] 33.09 45.18
50 [�1.69,0.59] [�1.71,2.63] [�0.77,2.41] [�2.48,0] 32.61 44.52
40 [�1.55,0.51] [�1.63,2.55] [�0.66,2.35] [�2.42,0] 32.12 43.86
30 [�1.41,0.43] [�1.55,2.46] [�0.55,2.30] [�2.35,0] 31.64 43.20
20 [�1.27,0.35] [�1.47,2.37] [�0.44,2.23] [�2.30,0] 31.15 42.54
10 [�1.13,0.27] [�1.40,2.28] [�0.33,2.18] [�2.23,0] 30.67 41.88
5 [�1.06,0.23] [�1.36,2.23] [�0.28,2.15] [�2.20,0] 30.43 41.55

Fig. 3. Workspace of 95th percentile.

Fig. 4. Cross-section.

Fig. 5. Workspace of 5th percentile.
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Fig. 6. Cross-section.

Fig. 7. Workspace of 90th percentile.

Fig. 8. Cross-section.
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3.1. Workspace of 95th percentile SantosTM

Substituting the data of the 95th percentile person into the singularities yields only 41 surfaces out of the
original 47. Four surfaces were excluded because they do not satisfy the joint limits of the 95th percentile per-
son. The four neglected singularities are:



Fig. 9. Workspace of 80th percentile.

Fig. 10. Cross-section.

Fig. 11. Workspace of 70th percentile.
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s4 ¼ fq1 ¼ 0:96; q3 ¼ �p=2g; s5 ¼ fq1 ¼ �2:32; q3 ¼ �p=2g;
s12 ¼ fq1 ¼ 0:96; q4 ¼ arccosð�34:78=47:5Þ ¼ 2:39g;
s13 ¼ fq1 ¼ �2:32; q4 ¼ arccosð�34:78=47:5Þ ¼ 2:39g;
s21 ¼ fq2 ¼ �2:06; q4 ¼ arccosð�34:78=47:5Þ ¼ 2:39g:
The six singularities were dropped because the values of q3 = �p/2 and q4 = 2.39 lie outside the limits deter-
mined for the third and the fourth joint, respectively. Figs. 3 and 4 show the resultant workspace.



Fig. 12. Cross-section.

Fig. 13. Workspace of 60th percentile.

Fig. 14. Cross-section.
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3.2. Workspace of 5th percentile SantosTM

Repeating the same procedure for the 5th percentile person yields only 37, with surfaces out of 47. With
following singularities being dropped:



Fig. 15. Workspace of 50th percentile.

Fig. 16. Cross-section.

Fig. 17. Workspace of 40th percentile.
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s4 ¼ fq1 ¼ 0:23; q3 ¼ �p=2g; s5 ¼ fq1 ¼ �1:06; q3 ¼ �p=2g;
s10 ¼ fq1 ¼ 0:23; q4 ¼ � arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ �2:39g;
s11 ¼ fq1 ¼ �1:06; q4 ¼ � arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ �2:39g;
s12 ¼ fq1 ¼ 0:23; q4 ¼ arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ 2:39g;
s13 ¼ fq1 ¼ �1:06; q4 ¼ arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ 2:39g;
s18 ¼ fq2 ¼ 2:23; q4 ¼ � arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ �2:39g;
s19 ¼ fq2 ¼ �1:36; q4 ¼ � arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ �2:39g;
s20 ¼ fq2 ¼ 2:23; q4 ¼ arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ 2:39g;
s21 ¼ fq2 ¼ �1:36; q4 ¼ arccosð�30:43=41:55Þ ¼ 2:39g:



Fig. 18. Cross-section.

Fig. 19. Workspace of 30th percentile.

Fig. 20. Cross-section.
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Figs. 5 and 6 show the resultant workspace for the 5th percentile person.
Checking the first and the second singularity sets is enough due to the fact that the third singularity set is

nothing more than the combination of all the joint limits taken two at time, which means that this set will
always appear in all cases.



Fig. 21. Workspace of 20th percentile.

Fig. 22. Cross-section.

Fig. 23. Workspace of 10th percentile.
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Applying the same procedure for the other percentiles specified in Table 2 yields the following workspaces
(Figs. 7–24):

Using a C++ code written inside Virtools� plots surfaces by first plotting a large number of points on the
surface and then connecting them together in the form of polygons. Fig. 25 shows the workspace generated for
a 95th percentile SantosTM.

A cutting plane was added to the workspace to enable the user to visualize the cross-sectional view of all the
points on the envelope that touch the plane by defining the location and orientation of the plane inside the
envelope. Fig. 26 shows the resulting trace from positioning the plane in this specific location.



Fig. 24. Cross-section.

Fig. 25. Visualization of 95th percentile SantosTM workspace.

Fig. 26. The visualized trace.
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4. Conclusion

This paper presents a closed form singularity equations to determine the upper extremity workspace of any
percentile virtual humans (SantosTM). The singular surfaces were successfully determined with the variability of
the joint limits and limb lengths. As a result the workspace of virtual humans can be easily visualized. That can
be done by first determining their properties (joint limits and limbs lengths), and then substituting these values
in the equations of the singular surfaces where the singularities that do not lie within the range of motion must
be excluded. The formulation was also implemented for different percentiles and the surfaces that form the
workspace were calculated offline.

This resulted in a workspace library, which we used to visualize the workspace of SantosTM in real-time
in the virtual environment (Virtools�). In addition a user interface was developed to visualize any cross-
section within the workspace. The trace was obtained using a cutting plane that cuts the workspace in a
position and orientation specified by the user. Further research in this area can be in studying the work-
space of humans for different age groups, and different body segments. Also the trace developed in this
study can be analyzed using different human performance measures like discomfort, effort, and potential
energy.
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